High flux isothermal assays on pathogenic, virulent and toxic genetics from various pathogens.
Toxins, encoding by virulence factors, are significant cause of food-borne illnesses and death in the worldwide. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is one of the widely used methodologies because of the high sensitivity, specificity and rapidity. Nowadays, LAMP has been regarded as an innovative gene amplification technology and emerged as an alternative to PCR-based methodologies in identification of the pathogenic virulent and toxic genetics. The high sensitivity of LAMP enables detection of the pathogens in sample materials even without time consuming and sample preparation. Therefore, we review the typical characteristics of LAMP assay, recent advance in detection of virulence factors and the application of LAMP assay on detection of four commonly virulence factors. As concluded, with the advantages of rapidity, simplicity, sensitivity, specificity and robustness, LAMP is capable of identification the virulence factors. Moreover, the main purpose of this review is to provide theory support for the application of LAMP assay on the virulence factors identification.